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In this lecture we summarize some recent work on the understanding of instanton effects in
string theories with 16 supersymmetries. In particular, we consider F 4 couplings using the
duality between the heterotic string on T 4 and type IIA on K3 at an orbifold point, as well
as higher and lower dimensional versions of this string-string duality. At the perturbative
level a non-trivial test of the duality, requiring several miraculous identities, is presented
by matching a purely one-loop heterotic amplitude to a purely tree-level type II result. A
wide variety of non-perturbative effects is shown to occur in this setting, including D-brane
instantons for type IIA on K3 × S1 and NS5-brane instantons for type IIA on K3 × T 2.
Moreover, the analysis of the three-dimensional case, which possesses a non-perturbative
SO(8, 24,Z) U-duality, reveals the presence of Kaluza-Klein 5-brane instanton effects, both
on the heterotic and the type II side.
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1 Introduction
The discovery of non-perturbative dualities and symmetries of string theory over the last
five years, has opened up the possibility of obtaining quantities, such as spectrum and
amplitudes, that are exact for all values of the string coupling gs. In particular, the com-
putation of exact amplitudes in string theory has on the one hand allowed to test the
various conjectured dualities, and on the other hand enabled us to compute for the first
time instanton corrections to the effective action. This in turn makes it possible to address
the challenging problem of understanding the rules of semi-classical instanton calculus in
string theory.
One of the central ingredients in this development has been supersymmetry, which
protects special “BPS” states in the spectrum, invariant under part of the supersymmetry
charges, from quantum corrections. Likewise, some special “BPS-saturated” terms in the
effective action do not receive perturbative corrections beyond a certain order (typically
one-loop). Imposing in addition invariance under the duality symmetry groups, often allows
to determine these amplitudes in terms of automorphic forms, which generalize the familiar
Sl(2, Z) modular forms to higher arithmetic groups.
The coupling fO to a higher dimension operator O in the effective action of some com-
pactified string theory is in general some function on the moduli space, which includes the
dilaton, along with the moduli describing the size and shape of the compactification mani-
fold, as well as possible other background fields (e.g. the vevs of the RR gauge potentials).
For a BPS-saturated amplitude this coupling has a weak-coupling expansion of the form
fO ∼ perturbative + instanton (1.1)
with only a finite number of perturbative terms. From the non-perturbative part, describing
the contributions of instantons, one may then read off the semiclassical configurations that
are present, and e.g. the corresponding instanton measure.
For the methodology behind the computation of exact amplitudes it is useful to dis-
tinguish between two types of dualities. The first, and most powerful, type is duality
symmetry, where distinct regimes of the the same theory are related. This is referred to as
U-duality and includes perturbative T-duality as well as symmetries relating strong with
weak string coupling. Examples for theories with 32 supersymmetries include the Sl(2,Z)
duality of (uncompactified) type IIB string theory, and the more general Ed+1(d+1)(Z) du-
ality symmetry of type II theory on the d-torus T d (or equivalently, M-theory on T d+1)
[1, 2, 3] (see [4] for a review of U-duality). In the case of toroidal compactification of the
heterotic string, which has 16 supersymmetries, it is also known that the SO(d, d+ 16,Z)
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T-duality symmetry for d ≤ 5 is enhanced to a non-perturbative SO(6, 22,Z)×Sl(2,Z) for
d = 6 and SO(8, 24,Z) for d = 7. Finally, type IIB on K3 has an SO(5, 21,Z) U-duality
symmetry. These cases are to be contrasted with string-string dualities, which relate two
different string theories in distinct regimes. The most prominent examples, all having 16
supersymmetries, are heterotic-type I duality [5], which already holds in ten dimensions,
as well as the duality between heterotic on T 4 and type IIA on K3 [6].
When the theory has a U-duality symmetry, supersymmetry constraints in the form of
second order differential equations together with constraints coming from duality invariance
and the known leading perturbative behavior have been used to obtain exact BPS-saturated
couplings. The paradigm in theories with 32 supersymmetries has been the R4 coupling,
which e.g. for ten-dimensional type IIB has been shown to be equal to a certain (non-
holomorphic) form of weight 0 of the S-duality group, namely the Eisenstein series of order
3/2 [7, 8]. A perturbative expansion of the function exhibits the known tree and one-
loop contribution, as well as an infinite series of exponentially suppressed terms attributed
to D-instantons. This was generalized for toroidal compactifications of type II theory to
Eisenstein series of the corresponding U-duality groups [9, 10, 11, 12].
In the case of string-string duality one cannot resort to such methods, but one has
to depend on non-renormalization theorems stating that certain couplings are perturba-
tively (typically one-loop) exact. Under the duality these couplings then translate into
non-perturbative results on the dual side, mapping world-sheet instantons to space-time
instantons. The canonical examples, in theories with 16 supersymmetries, are the R2 cou-
pling [13, 14], which is believed to be one-loop exact in type II on K3 × T 2, and the F 4
coupling [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20], believed to be one-loop exact in toroidally compactified
heterotic string up to four dimensions.
An interesting hybrid case consists of the duality in three dimensions between heterotic
on T 7 and type IIA on K3×T 3, each of which also has an SO(8, 24,Z) U-duality symmetry
[21]. The latter can be used to covariantize the one-loop heterotic result into an exact
expression [22], which can then be used in turn to obtain to exact threshold on the type
IIA side using string-string duality.
In this lecture, mainly based on [20, 22], we focus on the last two cases above, referring
to [23] for a summary of the use of U-duality symmetry and Eisenstein series in determining
the exact R4 couplings in toroidal compactifications of type II strings and M-theory. Section
2 discusses the moduli space of heterotic string theory on T d and its relation via triality to
type II string theory on K3 × T d−4. In Section 3 we present a non-trivial test of heterotic-
type IIA duality by matching the one-loop F 4 heterotic amplitude in six dimensions to the
dual tree-level type IIA result. Then in Section 4, we obtain from the F 4 amplitude in
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D = 4 and 5, non-perturbative D- and NS5-brane instanton effects in type IIA. Finally,
Section 5 discusses the special three-dimensional case in which one finds instanton effects
on both of the dual sides, revealing in particular heterotic 5-brane instantons as well as
KK5-brane instantons on either side.
2 Heterotic and IIA moduli spaces and triality
The comparison of spectrum and amplitudes in two dual string theories requires a proper
understanding of the corresponding moduli spaces and the precise mapping between them.
Therefore, we start by recalling some basic facts about the heterotic moduli space for
toroidal compactifications. For simplicity we consider mainly compactifications on square
tori, even though the full duality becomes apparent only when including the Wilson lines
and vielbein moduli on the heterotic side and the Ramond backgrounds on the type-II side.
We first consider the E8×E8 or SO(32) heterotic string theory compactified on a torus
T d. For d ≤ 5, the moduli space takes the form
R
+ × [SO(d)× SO(d+ 16)]\SO(d, d+ 16,R)/SO(d, d+ 16,Z) , (2.1)
where the first factor is parameterized by the T-duality invariant dilaton φ10−d related to
the ten-dimensional heterotic coupling gH by e
−2φ10−d = Vd/(g
2
Hl
d
H), with Vd the volume of
the d-torus; the second factor is the standard Narain moduli space, describing the metric
g and B-field b on the torus T d, together with the Wilson lines y of the 16 U(1) gauge
fields (in the Cartan torus of the ten-dimensional gauge group) along the d circles of the
torus. The right action of the discrete group SO(d, d+ 16,Z) reflects the invariance under
T-duality. This moduli space can be parameterized by a viel-bein eH ∈ SO(d, d+16,R) in
the upper-triangular (Iwasawa) gauge. In particular, the dilatonic moduli parameterizing
the Abelian (diagonal) part of the vielbein are the radii of compactification
xi=1...d = (R1/lH, . . . , Rd/lH) . (2.2)
In order to determine the mapping of moduli to the dual descriptions, we will compare
the BPS mass formula on both sides. For perturbative heterotic BPS states, it is simply
given by
M2 = 1
l2H
Qt(Md,d+16 − η)Q , (2.3)
where Q = (mi, qI , ni) is the vector of momenta, charges and windings and Md,d+16 = e
t
HeH
in terms of the viel-bein. The charges qI ,I = 1 . . . 16 take values in the even self dual lattice
E8 ⊕E8 or D16.
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This description of the moduli space is quite complete for compactification down to 5
dimensions. For D = 4, however, the R+ factor in (2.1) is enhanced to U(1)\Sl(2,R),
parameterized by a complex parameter S = a+ i/g24H, where 1/g
2
4H = V6/(g
2
Hl
6
H) is the four-
dimensional string coupling constant and a the scalar dual to the Neveu-Schwarz two-form
in four dimensions. The action of Sl(2,Z) on S is conjectured to be a non-perturbative
symmetry [24] of the heterotic string compactified on T 6. Further enhancement in D = 3
is due to the dualization of the 30 U(1) gauge fields into scalars, which are then unified
together with the dilaton and SO(7, 23) scalars into a [SO(8) × SO(24)]\SO(8, 24,R)
symmetric manifold, acted upon by the U-duality group SO(8, 24,Z) [21]. To identify this
subgroup of SO(8, 24) which remains as a quantum symmetry, it is useful to translate the
action of the Weyl generator g4H → 1/g4H, lH → g24HlH of the Sl(2,Z) S-duality in D = 4
in terms of the three-dimensional variables using 1/g23H = V7/(g
2
Hl
7
H). The result is an
exchange of 1/g23H and R7/lH, so that using the Weyl group of Sl(7) ⊂ SO(7, 23), we can
transform 1/g23H into Ri/lH for any radius of T
7. This implies that we can think of the
SO(8, 24) scalars as the moduli of an heterotic compactification on T 7 × S1, where the
radius of S1 is given by
R8/lH = 1/g
2
3H . (2.4)
This compact circle therefore appears as a dynamically generated dimension decompacti-
fying at weak coupling. Note that this is not the usual M-theory direction, whose radius
is instead R11 = gHlH. The dilatonic moduli parameterizing the Abelian part of SO(8, 24)
are therefore
xi=1...8 = (R1/lH, . . . , R7/lH, 1/g
2
3H) . (2.5)
We now turn to the dual compactifications, for which we only present the salient fea-
tures, referring to [20] for a detailed treatment of the moduli spaces and their mapping
to the heterotic theory. We also constrain ourselves to the case d ≥ 4, in which case the
heterotic theory on T d is dual to type IIA on K3× T d−4, and further restrict to the T 4/Z2
orbifold point of K3. Starting with d = 4, the duality map is given by [6]
lH = g6IIAlII , g6IIA =
1
g6H
,
(
R1
lH
)2
=
VK3
l4II
, (2.6)
which can be obtained by identifying the IIA NS5-brane on K3 with the fundamental
heterotic string, and the type IIA D0-brane with a heterotic Kaluza-Klein state along the
circle of radius R1 in T
4.
The relation between the heterotic and type II moduli can be obtained by studying the
BPS spectrum. On the heterotic side, the BPS states are Kaluza-Klein and winding states
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transforming as a vector of SO(4, 4,Z), and possibly charged under the 16 U(1) gauge fields.
On the type IIA side, a set of BPS states is certainly given by the D0-, D2- and D4-branes
wrapped on the even cycles of T 4, which are invariant under the Z2 involution. These states
transform as a conjugate spinor of the T-duality group SO(4, 4,Z), as D-branes should [4].
We thus find that the heterotic g/l2H, b and type IIA G/l
2
II, B moduli should be related by
SO(4, 4) triality [25, 20], which exchanges the vector and conjugate spinor representations.
In particular, at the T 4/Z2 orbifold point with a square T
4, this reduces to
R1|H =
√
R1R2R3R4|IIA , Ri|H =
√
R1Ri
RjRk
|IIA
, i, j, k = 2, 3, 4 , (2.7)
where the radii are measured in the respective string length units. In logarithmic units, we
recognize the standard triality matrix acting in the SO(8) weight space.
There are also D2-brane states wrapped on the collapsed spheres at the sixteen orbifold
singularities [26], and charged under the corresponding U(1) fields. These are to be iden-
tified with the charged BPS states on the heterotic side, and their masses are matched by
choosing the Wilson lines as [27]
y =
1
2


0101 0101 0101 0101
0000 0000 1111 1111
0000 1111 0000 1111
0011 0011 0011 0011

 . (2.8)
This can also be derived by realizing that the Wilson lines along the first circle in T 4 map
to the B-field fluxes on the collapsed two-spheres, which have been shown to be half a
unit in order for the conformal field theory to be non-singular [28]. If we instead put this
Wilson line to zero, we recover a gauge symmetry SO(4)8 = SU(2)16, as appropriate for
the 16 A1 singularities of T
4/Z2. This choice is relevant for M-theory compactified on K3
at the Z2 orbifold point. If we further omit the Wilson lines on the 2nd (resp 2nd and 3rd)
circles, the gauge symmetry is enlarged to SO(8)4 (resp. SO(16)2), which are relevant for
F-theory on K3 and type I’ respectively. These relations explain why our results can easily
been applied to these higher dimensional cases as well [20].
For the cases d > 4, we note that the T d−4 torus in the compactification of type IIA on
K3 × T d−4 is inert under heterotic-type II duality so that we can use the 6D duality map
(2.6) to obtain the relation between this part of the compactification manifold on the two
dual sides. For d = 5, this gives that the extra circles of compactification on the two dual
sides are related by
RH = RA/g6IIA . (2.9)
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When d = 6, we obtain the mapping
SH = TIIA , TH = SIIA , UH = UIIA (2.10)
between the four-dimensional couplings S = a+ i/g24, Ka¨hler class T and complex structure
U of the extra‡1 T 2. Finally, for the d = 7 case, i.e. type IIA on K3×T 3, the set of dilatonic
moduli (2.5) of the SO(8, 24) coset representative is mapped to
xi=1...8 =
(√
R1R2R3R4,
√
R1R2
R3R4
,
√
R1R3
R2R4
,
√
R1R4
R2R3
,
R5
g6IIA
,
R6
g6IIA
,
R7
g6IIA
,
R5R6R7
g6IIA
)
.
(2.11)
These moduli are not the standard SO(4, 4) × SO(3, 3) that arise from the reduction of
the six-dimensional type II theory on T 4/Z2 × T 3. The latter can however be reached
by performing, in analogy with (2.7), an SO(4, 4) triality acting on both T 4/Z2 moduli,
and another SO(4, 4) triality on the non-perturbative T 4 torus [22]. This gives the more
familiar parameterization
yi=1...8 =
(
R1, . . . , R7, 1/g
2
3IIA
)
, (2.12)
so that type IIA theory compactified on K3 × T 3 also appears to have a dynamically
generated dimension, of size R˜8 = lII/g
2
3IIA.
3 Heterotic one-loop F 4 coupling and tree level IIA
Our first check of duality will be the matching of the F 4 couplings in D = 6 on the
heterotic and type II side. On both sides there are 24 gauge fields. On the heterotic side,
there are (0,16) vectors originating from the Cartan torus of the ten-dimensional gauge
group and (4,0)+(0,4) from the reduction of the metric and antisymmetric tensor on T 4,
corresponding to 4 vectors and 4 graviphotons. On the type IIA side, these gauge fields
originate from the Ramond-Ramond sector. The 4 graviphotons can be understood as the
reduction of the 4-form field strength in D = 10 on the 3 self-dual cycles of K3 together
with the ten-dimensional 2-form field-strength, whereas the 20 vector multiplets come from
the 4-form in D = 10 on the 19 anti-self-dual cycles together with the 6-form field strength
K3 itself. At the T
4/Z2 orbifold point, the gauge fields split into (4,4) from the untwisted
sectors and (0,16) (at each of the fixed points) from the twisted sectors.
‡1By further T-duality in one direction one may go to type IIB. For d = 5 this gives the SO(5,21) moduli
of IIB/K3 by decompactifying, while for d = 6 this induces U ↔ T interchange in (2.10).
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For simplicity we will focus here on the four-point amplitudes of the (0,16) vectors,
referring to [20] for details on the other gauge fields. There are several arguments that sup-
port the fact that these F 4 couplings are non-renormalized [29, 30, 31, 15] in the heterotic
string beyond one-loop for D ≥ 4. Firstly, in ten dimensions these terms are related by
supersymmetry to CP-odd couplings such as B∧TrF 4, which should receive no corrections
beyond one-loop for anomaly cancellation. A more explicit proof can be given at the level
of string amplitudes [29]. Secondly, the only heterotic half-BPS instanton is the heterotic
5-brane, which needs a six-cycle to wrap in order to give a finite action instanton effect.
So for d < 6 there can be no non-perturbative contributions beyond the one-loop result.
Third, it is consistent with the factorization of the moduli space (2.1) and the T-duality
symmetry O(d, d+ 16,Z) to assume that t8TrF
4 couplings are given at one-loop only and
hence independent of the R+ factor. In d = 6 it is plausible that supersymmetry prevents
the mixing of the Sl(2,R) dilaton factor with the Narain moduli in F 4 couplings, in the
same way as neutral hypermultiplets decouple from vector multiplets inN = 2 supergravity,
and prevents corrections from NS5-brane instantons [32]. For d = 7, U-duality mixes the
dilaton with the Narain moduli, so that a similar statement cannot hold. Gauge fields being
Poincare´ dual to scalars in 3 dimensions, the F 4 couplings translate into four-derivative
scalar couplings, and should receive non-perturbative corrections, as we will see explicitly
in Section 5.
Since the F 4 amplitude in toroidally compactified heterotic string theory is half-BPS
saturated, the left-moving part of the four-gauge-boson (or graviton) amplitude merely
provides the kinematic structure, whereas the right-moving currents reduce to their zero-
mode part. The scattering amplitude between four vector multiplets at the one-loop level
is given by the “elliptic genus” [33]
∆Het,1−loopF 4 = l
d−2
H
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
p4R · Zd,d+16(g/l2H, b, y)
η¯24
, (3.1)
where we have stated the result for general d. Here lH is the heterotic string length, and is
reinstated on dimensional grounds. Zd,d+16 denotes the partition function of the heterotic
even self-dual lattice of signature (d, d+16), parameterized by the metric g, Kalb-Ramond
field b and Wilson lines y. pR has modular weight (0,1) and inserts the right-moving
momentum corresponding to the choice of gauge boson F , and 1/η24 = 1/q + 24 + . . . is
the contribution of the 24 right-moving oscillators that generate the Hagedorn density of
half-BPS states in the perturbative spectrum of the heterotic string. We remark here that
amplitudes involving gravitons are similar with an insertion of an (almost) holomorphic
form of weight (4,0), αE4 + βEˆ
2
2 instead of p
4
R. Amplitudes involving graviphotons have
more powers of lattice momenta.
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Considering now the case d = 4, we find using the duality relations (2.6) with type IIA
on K3 and taking into account the particular normalization of the type II Ramond fields,
that (3.1) translates into a tree-level type IIA result. On the other hand, it is still given
by a modular integral on the fundamental domain of the upper-half plane, which is usually
characteristic of one-loop amplitudes. The resolution of this paradox is that on the type
IIA side, the gauge fields dual to the (0, 16) heterotic ones originate from the twisted sectors
of the orbifold. The correlator of four Z2 twist fields on the sphere can be re-expressed
as the correlator of single-valued fields on the double cover of the sphere, which is a torus
[34]; its modulus depends on the relative position of the four vertices, and hence should be
integrated over, in qualitative agreement with the heterotic side. A careful computation
yields the tree-level type IIA result
∆IIA,treeF 4 =
1
g2II
g4II
l6II
VK3
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
Z4,4(G/l
2
II, B) , (3.2)
where the factors of gII correspond to the tree-level weight and the normalization of the
Ramond fields respectively and G and B are the moduli of the T 4 on the IIA side. Here
we have focused for simplicity on a particular choice of (0, 16) fields: in general, (3.2)
involves a shifted lattice sum integrated on a six-fold cover F2 of the fundamental domain
F . Note in particular, that the oscillators have dropped, in agreement with the fact that
this amplitude should be half-BPS saturated. The normalization factor l6II/VK3 has been
chosen so as to agree with the heterotic result.
Still the type IIA result (3.2) is not quite of the same form as (3.1). For one thing,
the type IIA result, being a half-BPS saturated coupling, does not involve any oscillators,
in contrast to the heterotic side. For another, the [SO(4) × SO(4)]\SO(4, 4,R) moduli
G/l2II, B are not the same as the heterotic g/l
2
H, b. In order to reconcile the two, we need
two further ingredients.
Hecke identities. Since we are interested in comparing the dual theories at the orbifold
point of K3, we need to implement the choice of Wilson lines (2.8) on the heterotic side.
These are best described [35] in terms of a (Z2)
4 freely acting orbifold, so that
Z4,20 =
1
24
∑
h,g
Z4,4
[
h
g
]
Θ¯16
[
h
g
]
, (3.3)
where g and h run from 0 to 15 and are best seen as four-digit binary numbers; h labels
the twisted sector while the summation over g implements the orbifold projection in that
sector. The blocks Z4,4
[
h
g
]
are partition functions of (4,4) lattices with half-integer shifts,
and Θ¯16
[
h
g
]
are antiholomorphic conformal characters. The operator Q¯4 = p4R only acts
on the latter. Using techniques first developed in [36], it can be shown [18, 20] that the
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conformal blocks Φ
[
h
g
]
= Q4Θ16
[
h
g
]
/η24 occurring in the modular integral can be replaced
by two-thirds their image λ under the Hecke operator
HΓ−
2
.Φ(τ) =
1
2
(
Φ
(
− 1
2τ
)
+ Φ
(τ
2
)
+ Φ
(
τ + 1
2
))
(3.4)
provided this image is a constant real number:
HΓ−
2
·
[
Q4Θ16 [
0
1]
η24
]
= λ . (3.5)
The relation (3.5) indeed holds for all the conformal blocks of interest in this construction.
The modular integral thus reduces to
AHetF 4 = l
2
H
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
Z4,4(g/l
2
H, b) (3.6)
and the Hagedorn density of half-BPS states in (3.1) has thus cancelled.
Triality. The last step needed to identify the type IIA and heterotic result is to understand
how the triality transformation (2.7) relating the moduli on the dual sides, equates the in-
tegrals of the partition function Z4,4(g/l
2
H, b) and Z4,4(G/l
2
II, B) on the fundamental domain
of the upper-half plane. It is easy to convince oneself that such an equality cannot hold at
the level of integrands, by looking at some decompactification limits. However, it has been
shown that such modular integrals could be represented either as Eisenstein series for the
T-duality group SO(4, 4,Z), in the vector or (conjugate) spinor representations, thanks to
the identity [12]:
π
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
Z4,4 = ESO(4,4,Z)V;s=1 = ESO(4,4,Z)S;s=1 = ESO(4,4,Z)C;s=1 . (3.7)
This implies the invariance of the modular integral of Z4,4(g/l
2
s , b) under triality transforma-
tion of the moduli, which completes the argument [20] that in six dimensions the one-loop
F 4 heterotic coupling equals the tree-level F 4 coupling in IIA.
In the above, we have focused mainly on the case of four identical gauge fields in (0,16).
Similarly, one can consider two groups of two identical gauge fields or four distinct ones.
Also in these cases can one make a successful comparison between the heterotic and type
IIA side, though a precise match requires the exact identification of the gauge fields on
either side, which is still an open problem. It would be also interesting to understand how
the duality holds at other orbifold points of K3, since naively the correlator of Zn twist
fields on the sphere involves higher genus Riemann surfaces, albeit of a very symmetric
type.
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4 D-instantons and NS5-brane instantons in IIA
Having reproduced the type IIA tree-level F 4 coupling in 6 dimensions from the heterotic
one-loop amplitude, we now would like to use the duality map in lower dimensions to show
some non-trivial consequences of string-string duality. The absence of non-perturbative
corrections to F 4 on the type IIA side in D = 6 is easily understood as follows: Such
instanton effects should arise from half-BPS solitonic solutions, with their entire (Euclidean)
world-volume wrapped on supersymmetric cycles of the same dimensionality. Since, type
IIA has only even D-branes, these should wrap odd-dimensional supersymmetric cycles,
which are not present in K3, which has only 0,2 and 4-cycles. Moreover, NS5-brane (KK5-
brane) instantons would require six- (seven-) cycles, and hence cannot occur until D = 4
(D = 3). On the other hand, this implies that for compactification on K3 × T d−4, with
d > 4, we would expect instanton contributions on these general grounds. In particular,
we expect for increasing d the following instantons to appear:
• d = 5: D0,D2,D4-brane, wrapping 0,2,4-cycle in K3 and S1
• d = 6: NS5-brane, wrapping 4-cycle in K3 and T 2
• d = 7: D6,KK5-brane, wrapping 4-cycle in K3 and T 3
In this section, we explicitly derive these effects from the one-loop heterotic F 4 coupling
for the first two cases‡2 above, leaving the last case to Section 5
The general approach to quantitatively understand these instanton configurations from
the 1-loop heterotic result at the orbifold point
∆HetF 4 = l
d−2
H
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
Zd,d(g/l
2
H, b) , (4.1)
is as follows. First, using the duality map we find that weak coupling expansion on the IIA
side corresponds to a large volume expansion of T d−4 on the heterotic side. At the level
of the toroidal lattice sum Zd,d, this large volume expansion is best exhibited by adopting
a Hamiltonian representation for the Z4,4 part and a Lagrangean representation for the
remaining Zd−4,d−4 part. Assuming for simplicity zero Wilson lines of the 6D-gauge fields
around the T d−4, we thus decompose
Zd,d = Z4,4Zd−4,d−4 , Z4,4 =
∑
mi,ni
q
p2L
2 q¯
p2R
2 , q = e2πiτ , (4.2)
Zd−4,d−4 = Vd−4
∑
pα,qα
e
− pi
τ2
(pα+τqα)(gαβ+bαβ)(p
β+τ¯ qβ)
. (4.3)
‡2We note here that, by the same reasoning, in the type IIB picture instanton configurations already
exist in D = 6, since D-1,D1 and D3 branes can wrap the 0,2 and 4-cycles, as first computed in [17]. See
also [20] for the SO(5, 21,Z) U-duality invariant t12H
4 coupling in that case.
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Here, mi, n
i denote the momenta and windings on T 4 and 2p2L,R = m
t(M4,4±η)m with m =
(mi, n
i), andM4,4 the SO(4, 4) moduli matrix. Then we use the method of orbits on the last
factor to evaluate the modular integral as a sum over orbits, where each term in the orbit
decomposition will be a distinct term in the large T d−4 volume expansion. In particular, this
shows a (finite) power series in the volume, corresponding to perturbative contributions on
the dual side. The interesting part consists of the terms that are exponentially suppressed
and are due to world-sheet instantons on the heterotic side, which map to space-time
instantons on the type IIA side.
Let us see first how this applies to D = 5, in which case it follows from the duality
relation (2.9) that the weak coupling regime on the type IIA side corresponds to the large
RH expansion on the heterotic side. According to (4.2), (4.3) the 5D-coupling can thus be
written as
∆5D = l
2
HRH
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
∑
p,q
∑
mi,ni
exp
(
−πR
2
H|p− τq|2
l2Hτ2
)
τ 22 q
p2
L
2 q¯
p2
R
2 . (4.4)
We now apply the standard orbit decomposition method on the integers (p, q), trading
the sum over Sl(2,Z) images of (p, q) for a sum over images of the fundamental domain
F [37] (see [16, 12] for relevant formulae). The zero orbit gives back the six-dimensional
result (3.2) up to a volume factor, and reproduces the tree-level type II contribution in 5
dimensions:
∆zero5D = l
2
HRH
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
Z4,4(g/l
2
H, b) = RA∆
tree
IIA,4D . (4.5)
The degenerate orbit on the other hand, with representatives (p, 0), can be unfolded onto
the strip |τ1| < 1/2. The τ1 integral then imposes the level matching condition p2L − p2R =
2min
i = 0, and the τ2 integral can be carried out in terms of Bessel functions. In type IIA
variables the result is
∆deg5D = 2g6IIAlIIR
2
A
∑
p 6=0
∑
(mi,ni)6=0
δ(min
i) · |p|√
mtM4,4m
K1
(
2π
RA
g6IIAlII
|p|
√
mtM4,4m
)
,
(4.6)
where M4,4 is now the mass matrix of D-brane states wrapped on the untwisted cycles of
T 4/Z2. Given the asymptotic behaviour K1(x) ∼
√
π
2x
e−x, we see that this is a sum of
order e−1/gs non-perturbative effects corresponding to N = pr Euclidean (anti) D-branes
wrapped on S1 times a cycle of homology charges (mi, n
i)/r on T 4, where r is the greatest
common divisor of (mi, n
i)‡3.
‡3For general choices of twisted gauge fields, the actual answers involve a torus partition function Z4,4
[
h
g
]
with half integer shifts. This corresponds to open Euclidean D-branes with half integer wrappings number,
as required in order to interpolate between different fixed points.
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It is worth pointing out a number of peculiarities of the result (4.6). First, due to
the absence of a holomorphic insertion in (4.1), all instanton effects are due to untwisted
D-branes wrapped along even cycles of K3, even though we are discussing F
4 couplings
between fields located on the fixed points of the orbifold. This is in contrast to the result
in four-derivative scalar couplings [17], where a contribution from the whole Hagedorn
density of BPS states was found. This is an important simplification due to our choice of
the orbifold point in the K3 moduli space. Second, the integration measure corresponding
to a given number of D-branes N is easily seen to be
∑
r|N(1/r
2), where r runs over the
divisors of N , just as in the case of D-instanton effects in theories with 32 supersymmetries
[7, 38]. This is a somewhat unexpected result, since the bulk contribution to the index for
the quantum mechanics with 8 unbroken symmetries is 1/N2 instead [39], which did arise
in four-derivative scalar couplings at the enhanced symmetry point [17, 40].
Turning to the next case, D = 4, we see from the duality map (2.10) that weak coupling
in type IIA corresponds to the limit where the heterotic T 2 decompactifies. The study of this
decompactification limit proceeds as outlined in the general strategy above. Performing
an orbit decomposition on the integers running in the Lagrangean representation of the
T 2 lattice, the zero orbit and degenerate orbit reproduce the tree-level and D-instanton
contributions on the type II side. The novelty in this case is that there is a third orbit,
namely the non-degenerate orbit, which contributes as well. The integral on τ1 is Gaussian,
and the subsequent integral along τ2 is again given by a Bessel function. Before carrying
out this integration exactly, it is more enlightening to determine the saddle point, which
controls the instanton effects at leading order. Using (4.2), (4.3) with d = 6, the saddle
point equations are easily found to be
qαgαβ(p
β − τ1qβ) + iτ2mini = 0 , (4.7)
−(pα − τ1qα)gαβ(pβ − τ1qβ) + τ 22 (qαgαβqβ +mtM4,4m) = 0 , (4.8)
where pα and qα are the integers running in the T 2 lattice partition function, and should
be summed over Sl(2,Z) orbits such that p1q2 − p2q1 6= 0 only. gαβ is the metric on T 2 in
heterotic units. These equations are easily solved and after translation to type IIA variables
correspond to a classical action
Scl = 2π
√
p2q2 − (pq)2
(q2)2
(
(q2)2
g46IIAl
4
II
+
q2mtM4,4m
g26IIAl
2
II
+ (mini)2
)
+ 2πi
(
(pq)(min
i)
q2
+ pBq
)
.
(4.9)
In particular, the real part of the classical action scales as 1/g26IIA. The corresponding
non-perturbative effects should therefore be interpreted as coming from N = |p1q2 − p2q1|
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NS5-branes wrapped on K3 × T 2, and bound to D-brane states wrapped on an even cycle
of K3 times a circle on T
2 determined by the integers q1, q2.
The explicit result of the τ integration gives
∆n.d.4D = 4l
4
H
∑
pα,qα
∑
mi,ni
(
(q2)2 + q2mtM4,4m+ (min
i)2
p2q2 − (pq)2
)3/4
K3/2 (ℜScl) eiℑScl . (4.10)
In particular, we may look at the contribution of pure NS5-brane instantons, corresponding
to mi = n
i = 0. Choosing an orbit representatives and using the exact expression for the
Bessel function
K3/2(x) =
√
π/2x (1 + 1/x) e−x (4.11)
we obtain
∆NS54D = 2(g6IIAlII)
4U2
∑
N
µ(N)
(
N +
1
2πS2
)
e−2πNS2
(
e2πiNS1 + e−2πiNS1
)
, (4.12)
where we used the type II variable S = a + iVK3VT 2/(g
2
IIl
6
II) and extracted the instanton
measure [20]
µ(N) =
∑
r|N
1
r3
, (NS5-brane on K3 × T 2) . (4.13)
This result gives a prediction for the index (or rather the bulk contribution thereto) of the
world-volume theory of the type II NS5-brane wrapped on K3 × T 2. It is a challenging
problem to try and derive this result from first principles. It is also remarkable that, in
virtue of (4.11) and in contrast to D-instantons, the NS5-instantons contributions do not
seem to receive any perturbative subcorrections beyond one-loop.
It is interesting to compare this result to the corresponding index of the heterotic 5-
brane wrapped on T 6, which can be extracted from the non-perturbative R2 couplings in
the heterotic string compactified on T 6 [41, 32]. Those can be computed by duality from
the one-loop exact R2 couplings in type II on K3 × T 2 [13], and read
∆R2 = EˆSl(2,Z)2;s=1 = −π log(S2|η(S)|4) =
π2
3
S2 + 2π
√
S2
∑
N
µ(N)e−2πNS2
(
e2πiNS1 + e−2πiNS1
)
.
(4.14)
The summation measure turns out to be different from (4.13) and given instead by
µ(N) =
∑
r|N
1
r
, (Het 5-brane on T 6) . (4.15)
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It is also worthwhile to notice that there are no subleading corrections around the instanton
in the heterotic 5-brane case. This is in contrast to D-instantons, for which the saddle
point approximation to the Bessel function K1 is not exact. It would be interesting to have
a deeper understanding of these non-renormalization properties, possibly using the CFT
description of the 5-brane [42].
5 Heterotic/type II duality in D = 3
We finally present the three-dimensional case, that is the duality between heterotic on T 7
and type IIA on K3 × T 3. As shown in Section 2, this case has the interesting feature
that there is an SO(8, 24,Z) U-duality symmetry [21] on each dual side, which can be
used to conjecture a non-perturbative F 4 amplitude [22] on both the heterotic as well as
the type IIA side, while in D > 3 this amplitude was one-loop exact. The proposed U-
duality invariant F 4 amplitude reproduces the known one-loop and tree-level answers on the
heterotic and type II sides respectively. Moreover, this amplitude will contain instanton
corrections along with the perturbative contributions, and hence give us information in
particular about the elusive heterotic instantons. Another property is that string theories
in three dimensions possess new instanton configurations that were not present in D > 3,
namely the Kaluza-Klein 5-brane instantons. These instantons are obtained by tensoring
a Taub-NUT gravitational instanton asymptotic to R3 × S1 with a flat T 6, where T 7 =
S1×T 6. They are the ten-dimensional Euclidean version [2] of the Kaluza-Klein monopoles
introduced in [43]. Moreover, D = 3 is just one step away from D = 2, where the U-duality
group becomes infinite-dimensional, and predicts an infinite set of particles with exotic
dependence 1/gn+3s on the coupling [44, 4]. Similar states already appear as particles in
D = 3 with mass 1/g3s . Instantons inD = 3 are however free of these infrared problems, and
the study of exact amplitudes in D = 3 may shed light on the non-perturbative spectrum.
Our starting point is the heterotic one-loop F 4 amplitude in three dimensions, given
by (3.1) with d = 7, which already incorporates most of the symmetries, namely the T-
duality SO(7, 23,Z). First, we dualize the vectors into scalars, which is achieved by adding
a Lagrange multiplier term φadF
a to the gauge kinetic term (lH/g
2
3H)F
a(M7,23)
−1
ab F
b and
integrating out the field strength F a, yielding F a =
g2
3H
lH
Mab7,23dφb. The resulting one-loop
result is then
∆Het,1−loop(∂φ)4 = lHg
8
3H
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
p4R
η¯24
Z7,23 t4(M7,23∂φ)
4 , (5.1)
where t4 is the tensor t8 with pairs of indices raised with the ǫ3 antisymmetric tensor. This
result can now be covariantized under U-duality, leading to the proposal that the exact
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(∂φ)4 threshold in heterotic string on T 7, or any of its dual formulations, is given by
I(∂φ)4 = lP
∫
d3x
√
g
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
Z8,24(g/l
2
H, b, φ, g
2
3H)
η¯24
t8[(e
−1
8,24∂µe8,24)ia p
a
R]
4 , (5.2)
where lP = g
2
3HlH is the three-dimensional (U-duality invariant) Planck length. In this ex-
pression, Z8,24 is the Theta function of the non-perturbative Γ8,24 lattice, which is invariant
under both U-duality SO(8, 24,Z) and Sl(2,Z) modular transformations of τ . e−18,24∂µe8,24 is
the left-invariant one-form on the coset [SO(8)×SO(24)]\SO(8, 24), pulled-back to space-
time (see [22] for further details). This structure is also the one that arises in a one-loop
four-scalar amplitude as shown in [17]. The conjecture (5.2) satisfies the following criteria:
• It is SO(8, 24,Z) invariant by construction;
• It correctly reproduces the heterotic 1-loop coupling;
• The non-perturbative contributions come from heterotic 5-branes and KK5-branes, which
are the expected ones in D = 3;
• The result decompactifies to the known purely perturbative result in D ≥ 4;
• Via heterotic/type II and heterotic/type I duality, the corresponding amplitude in type
II and I shows the correct perturbative terms and the expected instanton corrections.
To prove these claims, we will restrict ourselves as in Section 4 to the particular subspace
of moduli space, corresponding to the T 4/Z2 × T 3 orbifold point on the type II side. As
in Section 3, for that choice of Borel moduli, the Dedekind function η¯24 in (5.2) cancels
against the action of p4R on the D16 part of the lattice, and we are left with the simpler
expression
∆(∂φ)4 = lP
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
Z8,8(g/l
2
H, b, g
2
3H) , (5.3)
where the partition function Z8,8 now runs over the lattice Γ
8
1,1 only. In proving the as-
sertions above, we will again make extensive use of the weak-coupling expansion method
outlined at the beginning of Section 4.
Heterotic instanton expansion. We first notice that defining 1/g23H = R8/lH as in (2.4),
the weak coupling expansion of the result (5.3) becomes a large R8 expansion. Conse-
quently, we adopt a Lagrangean representation for the S1 part and a Hamiltonian repre-
sentation for the remainder:
∆(∂φ)4 = lP
R8
lH
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
∑
p,q
∑
v
exp
(
−πR
2
8|p− τq|2
l2Hτ2
)
τ
7/2
2 q
p2
L
2 q¯
p2
R
2 , (5.4)
where v = (mi, n
i) now denotes the 7 + 7 perturbative momenta and windings. Applying
the same orbit decomposition as below Eq.(4.4), we find that the zero orbit gives back the
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perturbative result (5.1)
∆zero(∂φ)4 = lH
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
Z7,7 , (5.5)
while the degenerate orbit gives
∆deg(∂φ)4 = 2lH
∑
p 6=0
∑
v 6=0
δ(vtη7,7v)
(
p2
g43Hv
tM7,7v
)5/4
K5/2
(
2π
g23H
|p|
√
vtM7,7v
)
. (5.6)
From the expansion of the Bessel function
K5/2(x) =
√
π/2x[1 + 3/x+ 3/x2]e−x (5.7)
we see that these are non-perturbative contributions with classical action
ℜ(Scl) = 2π
g23H
|p|
√
vtM7,7v . (5.8)
Choosing for v either “momentum” charges or “winding” charges, we find an action
1
g23H
lH
Ri
=
V6
g2Hl
6
H
,
1
g23H
Ri
lH
=
V6R
2
i
g2Hl
8
H
, (5.9)
which identifies these instantons as heterotic 5 branes and KK5-branes respectively, wrapped
on a T 6 inside T 7. The summation measure for these effects is easily extracted, and yields
µHet(N) =
∑
d|N
1
d5
, (5.10)
where N = gcd(p,mi, n
i). We also note that the Bessel function K5/2 in (5.7) exhibits
only two subleading terms beyond the saddle point approximation, so that these instanton
contributions do not receive any corrections beyond two loops.
Since NS5-brane instantons appear in the three-dimensional (∂φ)4 result, one may won-
der how they can not contribute in four-dimensions, where the F 4 threshold has been argued
to be purely one-loop [32, 20]. To verify this, one decomposes Z8,8 = Z2,2Z6,6, where Z2,2
stands for the lattice sum on the non-perturbative two torus in the (7,8) direction and Z6,6
is the lattice sum for the perturbative states in D = 4. Decompactifying to four dimensions
then corresponds to a large volume limit of the two-torus. The orbit decomposition then
shows that only the trivial orbit contributes in the decompactification limit, corresponding
to the D = 4 one-loop result, while both the degenerate and non-degenerate orbits contain
exponentially suppressed terms that vanish.
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Type II instanton expansion. We finally consider the type II interpretation of the con-
jecture (5.2). From the moduli identification (2.11), it is seen that the weak coupling expan-
sion on the type II side corresponds to the large volume expansion of the non-perturbative
T 4 in the 5–8 directions, with volume
v4 =
V 23
g46IIAl
6
II
, (5.11)
where V3 = R5R6R7. Using the by now familiar method, we thus decompose Z8,8 =
Z
(1−4)
4,4 Z
(5−8)
4,4 with Hamiltonian and Lagrangean representation for the two factors respec-
tively. For use below, we define the rescaled metric G4 on the non-perturbative four-torus
G4 = g
2
6IIAg4 ≡ et4e4 , e4 = diag(RI/lH, V3/l3H) , I = 5, 6, 7 , (5.12)
which depends on the geometric moduli only.
We can now perform again an orbit decomposition (see [10, 16] for a discussion of the
orbit decomposition for Zd,d, d > 2, which generalizes the d = 2 case [37].) Then, the trivial
orbit gives
∆zero(∂φ)4 = g
2
3IIAlII
V 23
g46IIA
∫
F
d2τ
τ 22
Z4,4 =
V3
(g6IIAlII)4
∆tree,6DF 4 , (5.13)
which, using (2.6) shows the correct 3D tree-level result, directly induced from the 6D
tree-level F 4 coupling (3.2). The degenerate orbit is evaluated as
∆deg(∂φ)4 = 2
V3
g26IIAl
2
II
∑
pα 6=0
∑
(mi,ni)6=0
δ(min
i)
1
g6IIA
√|ptG4p|√
mtM4,4m
K1
(
2π
g6IIA
√
ptG4p
√
mtM4,4m
)
,
(5.14)
which generalizes (4.6). In particular, from the argument of the Bessel function K1, we
recognize the contributions of Euclidean D-branes wrapped on an even cycle of K3, times
a one-cycle of T 3 (for p in the 5, 6, 7 directions of the non-perturbative torus), or the whole
T 3 for p in the 8th direction. The latter case corresponds to the contributions of Euclidean
D6-branes, which start contributing in three dimensions.
For the non-degenerate orbit, the integral is dominated by a saddle point of the same
form as in (4.7), (4.8), with the two torus metric g replaced by the non-perturbative four-
torus metric. Then the final integral can be expressed again in terms of the K3/2(ℜScl)
Bessel function as in (4.10), where ℜScl is exactly of the same form as in (4.9), with the
distinction that all inner products of p, q vectors are taken with the metric G4 defined
in (5.12). In particular, setting mi = n
i = 0 and switching on one charge at a time for
simplicity, we identify these non-perturbative effects as coming from NS5-brane instantons
IIA/K3 × T d−4 Het/T d I/T d
Dp 2 (F 4)
D1: 0 (F 4)
D5: 1 (R2), 5 (F 4)
NS5 3 (F 4) 1 (R2), 5 (F 4)
KK5 3 (F 4) 5 (F 4) 5 (F 4)
Table 6.1: Instanton contributions to F 4 and R2 couplings in theories with 16 supersym-
metries. The entry denotes the exponent r appearing in the summation measure
∑
d|N d
−r.
(4.12) as found already in D = 4. However, there are in addition genuine three-dimensional
effects, corresponding to KK5-brane instantons, with action
V3RK
g26IIAl
4
II
=
VK3RIRJR
2
K
g2IIl
8
II
. (5.15)
For general values of the charges p, q,m, we obtain contributions from boundstates of NS5
and KK5-branes with D-branes. It is a simple matter to derive the summation measure for
N KK5-brane instantons in type IIA/K3 × T 3, which turns out to be identical to the one
derived for NS5-brane instantons in IIA/K3 × T 2, given in (4.13).
6 Conclusion and Outlook
The F 4 couplings in theories with 16 supersymmetries provide a rich setting in which to
perform non-trivial tests of string-string duality and compute new instanton effects in string
theory. We have focused in these lectures on these amplitudes in toroidally compactified
heterotic theory and its dual type IIA compactifications in 6 ≤ D ≤ 3. In fact, in the
lowest dimensional case D = 3, one finds half-BPS instanton effects arising from all Dp,
NS5 and KK5-branes that are present in these theories. We emphasize that this case
summarizes all other new results as the other cases can be reached by decompactification,
but for pedagogical reasons the simpler cases were discussed first.
Many other interesting results follow by considering the higher dimensional cases [20]:
In D = 7, the M-theory four-gluon amplitude for SU(2) gauge bosons located at the A1
singularities of K3 was obtained. In D = 8, one recovers the F
4 amplitude for SO(8) gauge
bosons located at the orientifold planes of Sen’s F-theory model [45], also considered in [18].
In D = 9, the F 4 couplings at the SO(16)×SO(16) point were computed, and shown not to
involve the higher genus contact contributions found in [15, 16]. Although we have hardly
mentioned it, the type I picture is very similar to the heterotic one: Using heterotic/type
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I duality [5], the heterotic one-loop amplitude reproduces the familiar disk and cylinder
amplitudes, together with D1-instanton effects. The heterotic 5-brane and KK5-brane
contributions turn into type I D5-branes and KK5-branes, and their summation measure is
unaffected by the duality. The table above summarizes the instanton summation measures
for all cases known so far. It is a challenging problem to rederive the measures for the
NS5-brane and KK5-instantons.
Among the further open problems we mention just a few: We have generally focused on
instanton contributions coming from bound states of a singly type of brane, but from our
results it should be possible to extract more detailed information pertaining complicated
bound states of various distinct branes. Understanding BPS-amplitudes that break more
than half of the supersymmetries is expected to provide further insights into instanton
effects, as well as interesting generalizations of the automorphic forms that govern half-
BPS amplitudes. Another important direction is half-BPS amplitudes in theories with yet
lower supersymmetry, and computing instanton generated superpotentials in N=1 theories.
Finally, an interesting challenge should be to consider further compactification to two-
dimensional supergravity, in which case the U-duality symmetry is enhanced to an affine
symmetry.
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